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NARIS GRC Now Available on Microsoft AppSource
Enschede, The Netherlands — May 28, 2019 — Naris today announced the availability of
NARIS GRC on Microsoft AppSource, an online cloud marketplace providing tailored line-ofbusiness solutions.
NARIS GRC is a complete governance, risk and compliance platform.
Erik van Marle, Naris CEO, said, “NARIS GRC software has been developed with the end user in
mind using Microsoft technologies, incorporating our many years of expertise in the field of risk
management. Using this combination of vision and expertise, we developed the NARIS GRC
platform with nine connected modules. This setup is highly user-friendly, meaning that an
integrated risk management approach and platform for your organization is finally out there. By
using many Microsoft technologies, end users’ adoption is easier and NARIS has a scalable
infrastructure.”
Naris' innovative risk management solutions integrate with Microsoft's comprehensive digital
technologies, including Microsoft Azure, Microsoft SharePoint, Microsoft Power BI and Microsoft
Office 365. Naris unlocks its data via BI solutions. Its knowledge base uses machine learning, and
through hosting on Azure, Naris can easily connect with other systems.
“Through Microsoft AppSource, customers around the world can easily find tailored line-ofbusiness solutions from our partners that work with the products they already use,” said Kirsten
Edmondson Wolfe, Senior Director, AppSource Product Marketing, Microsoft Corp. “We’re
happy to welcome NARIS GRC to the growing AppSource ecosystem.”
Get a free trial of NARIS GRC
on Microsoft AppSource.
About Naris
Achieve strategic goals, mitigate risks and discover opportunities while staying compliant. That’s
what customers can achieve with Naris. This is only possible if you have the confidence that your
organization can control these risks. We ensure that everyone in the organization contributes to
this through simple and user-friendly software. Naris (originally Dutch consultancy risk
management) came into existence in 2002 as a spin-off from the University of Twente.
Naris now serves more than 300 customers and over 6,000 end users worldwide.
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